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How can we teach

International English ?

Rudi Camerer BESIG-Conference 9 November, 2013

http://iatefl.britishcouncil.org/2013/sessions/2013-04-10/british-council-signature-event-linguistic-
imperialism-still-alive-and-kicking

“Linguistic Imperialism –
Still Alive and Kicking?”
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CRITERIA ICE Level 1
(CEFR B1)

ICE Level 2
(CEFR B2)

INTERACTION

Establishing and
maintaining contact

Can enter unprepared into conversations with familiar topics.
[Conversation]

Can engage in extended conversation on most general topics in a clearly participatory
fashion, even in a noisy environment. [Conversation]

Is aware of, and looks out for signs of, the most significant differences
between the customs, usages, attitudes, values and beliefs prevalent in
the community concerned and those of his or her own. [Sociolinguistic
appropriateness]
Can maintain a conversation or discussion but may sometimes be
difficult to follow when trying to say exactly what he/she would like to.
[Conversation]

Can adjust what he/she says and the means of expressing it to the situations and the recipient
and adopt a level of formality appropriate to the circumstances. [Flexibility]
Can express him or herself appropriately in situations and avoid crass errors of formulation
[Sociolinguistic appropriateness]

Use of communicative
strategies

Can repeat back part of what someone has said to confirm mutual
understanding and help keep the development of ideas on course.
[Cooperating]
Can correct mix-ups with tenses or expressions which lead to
misunderstandings provided the interlocutor indicates there is a
problem. [Monitoring & Repair]
Can ask someone to clarify or elaborate what they have just said.
[Asking for clarification] - USE OF METALANGUAGE

Can give feedback on and follow up statements and inferences and so help the developments
of the discussion. [Cooperating]
Can correct slips and errors if he/she becomes conscious of them or if the have led to
misunderstandings. Can make a note of “favourite mistakes” and consciously monitor speech
for it / them. [Monitoring & Repair]
Can ask follow up questions to check that he/she has understood what a speaker intended to
say, and get clarification of ambiguous points. [Asking for clarification] -USE OF METALANGUAGE

CONTENT

Neutral attitude Can perform and respond to a wide range of language functions, using
their most common exponents in a neutral register. [Sociolinguistic
appropriateness]

Can sustain relationships with native speakers without unintentionally amusing or irritating them
or requiring them to behave other than they would with a native speaker. [Conversation]

Knowledge of 1 or more
aspects of IC theory

Shows general awareness of potentially culture-bound differences in
behaviour and communication styles.

Shows awareness of and experience with potentially culture-bound differences in behaviour
and communication styles.

LANGUAGE

Polite language Can adapt his expression to deal with less routine, even difficult
situations. [Flexibility]
Is aware of salient politeness conventions and acts appropriately.
[Sociolinguistic appropriateness]

Can express him or herself confidently, clearly and politely in a formal or informal register,
appropriate to the situation and person(s) concerned. [Sociolinguistic appropriateness]

Shows some awareness of the relevance of non-verbal communication
and uses para-verbal signals (e.g. gestures, facial expression, posture,
proxemics) appropriately in some cases. [General linguistic range]

Shows awareness of the relevance of non-verbal communication and uses para-verbal signals
(e.g. gestures, facial expression, posture, proxemics) appropriately in most cases. [General
linguistic range]

Linguistic
appropriateness

Has enough language to get by, with sufficient vocabulary to express
him/herself with some hesitation and circumlocutions on topics such as
family, hobbies and interests, work, travel, and current events, but
lexical limitations cause repetition and even difficulty with formulation at
times. [General linguistic range]

Has a sufficient range of language to be able to give clear descriptions, express viewpoints and
develop arguments without much conspicuous searching for words, using some complex
sentence forms to do so. [General linguistic range]

ICC — RELEVANT DESCRIPTORS FOR ORAL PERFORMANCE

SOCIOLINGUISTIC APPROPRIATENESS
C2: Appreciates fully the sociolinguistic and sociocultural

implications of language used by native speakers and can react

accordingly . …

C1: Can recognise a wide range of idiomatic expressions and

colloquialisms, appreciating register shifts …

B2: Can sustain relationships with native speakers
without unintentionally amusing or irritating them
or requiring them to behave other than they
would with a native speaker…

INTERACTION
B2: Can interact with a degree of fluency
and spontaneity that makes regular
interaction, and sustained relationships
with native speakers quite possible without

imposing strain on either party …

OVERALL SPOKEN INTERACTION

TURNTAKING

PLANNING
.PLANNING

SOCIOLINGUISTIC APPROPRIATENESS

.

FLEXIBILITY

COOPERATING
.

C1 Can express himself/herself fluently and spontaneously, almost effortlessly. Has a good command of a broad lexical
repertoire allowing gaps to be readily overcome with circumlocutions. There is little obvious searching for
expressions or avoidance strategies; only a conceptually difficult subject can hinder a natural, smooth flow of language.

B2 … Can initiate, maintain and end discourse appropriately with effective turntaking. Can initiate
discourse, take his turn when appropriate and end conversation when he/she needs to, though he/she may not
always do this elegantly.

B2 Can plan what is to be said and the means to say it, considering the effect on the recipient/s.

C2 … Appreciates fully the sociolinguistic and sociocultural implications of language used by native speakers and
can react accordingly. Can mediate effectively between speakers of the target language and that of his/her community of
origin taking account of sociocultural and sociolinguistic differences.
B2 …Can express him or herself confidently, clearly and politely in a formal or informal register, appropriate to the
situation and person(s) concerned.

B2+ Can adjust what he/she says and the means of expressing it to the situation and the recipient and adopt a

level of formality appropriate to the circumstances.

C1 Can relate own contribution skilfully to those of other speakers.
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The influence of the Common
European Framework of Reference
(CEFR) around the world

• 47 member states of the Council of Europe

• Commonwealth Office

• Hong Kong

• New Zealand

• Australia

• Japan

• Chile, Columbia and Mexico

As of today, the CEFR has been translated into 39 languages, among them non-
European languages like Arabic, Chinese, Korean, Japanese.

Standardisation

David Graddol (2013). Profiling English in China. The Pearl River Delta. p. 55

The CEFR in China
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WORKSHOP OUTLINE:

1. What exactly is International English (ELF)?

2. Linguistic aspects

3. ELF and INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION

4. What we should teach

5. How we should teach

1. What exactly is International
English (ELF) ?
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What is International English (ELF) ?
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IT‘S A REALITY

BUSINESS

TOURISM

INTERNET

TELEVISION

PRINT MEDIA / SCIENCE

David Graddol. English Next 2006. p. 29

ENGLISH USED IN TOURISM:

2004
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http://www.yorksj.ac.uk/changing-englishes/changing-englishes.aspx

A special recommendation:
Changing Englishes: An Interactive Course for Teachers

http://www.yorksj.ac.uk/changing-englishes/changing-englishes/unit-1-defining-english/standard-english-beliefs.aspx

A special recommendation:
Changing Englishes: An Interactive Course for Teachers
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Grafik adaptiert von: http://www.yorksj.ac.uk/changing-englishes/changing-englishes.aspx

Language
Meaning
Values

A multitude of language variations spoken and written globally
in international / intercultural encounters.

Although based on received Anglo-Saxon standard variations
they develop dynamically and defy standardisation.

Criteria for effective International English are

a. COMPREHENSIBILITY in writing and speaking

b. APPROPRIATENESS of register and language for context

c. POLITENESS in the context of relationship building

What is International English (ELF) ?
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a. COMPREHENSIBILITY

The language (vocabulary, structures, pronunciation) used by the
interlocutors…

 can be understood in most international and intercultural contexts and would
not cause misunderstanding, offence or ridicule.

 can be understood by speakers of languages other than the speaker’s own.

 Deviations (grammatical and other) from native-speaker language do not lead to
misunderstanding.

Mother tongue influence does not prevent speakers of other languages
understanding what is being said.

b. APPROPRIATENESS of register

The language (vocabulary, structures, pronunciation, strategies) used
by the interlocutors reflects the context, i.e. in particular the
status of and relationship between the interlocutors.

Foto: aboutpixel.de
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c. POLITENESS in the context of relationship building

Culture-bound COMMUNICATION CONVENTIONS are more
important than linguistic correctness.

Examples:
• TURN-TAKING, TURN-STEALING
• DISAGREEING, CRITICISING
• FACE-SAVING STRATEGIES
• DIRECTNESS / INDIRECTNESS
• PROXEMICS
• …

Foto: aboutpixel.de

2. Linguistic aspects
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Vienna-Oxford
International Corpus of English

http://www.univie.ac.at/voice/

How big is VOICE?
The current size of VOICE 2.0 Online is just over 1 million words of spoken ELF, equalling 110 hours and 35
minutes of recorded and transcribed interactions.

Which first languages are represented in VOICE?
Since the focus of VOICE at this stage is primarily, but not exclusively, on Europe, all major first languages spoken across
Europe are represented in the corpus. In sum, VOICE encompasses 49 different, also non-European, first languages.

Does VOICE Online include audio files?
As of 24 November 2010, 23 recordings of transcribed speech events can also be listened to. The anonymized audio material
is freely accessible from within the VOICE Online interface after a free registration for the VOICE Online services. The audio
material covers approximately 22 hours of field-recordings, which equals about 20% of the entire corpus. We trust that
this new feature will further increase the value of VOICE for research. For detailed information on using the new audio
features, please refer to the subsection audio files in Using VOICE Online.

“Currently the corpus contains
1 million words of
transcribed speech. The
data consists of recordings
and their transcripts, and will
be available to researchers on
request when it is finished.
The recordings are made at
the University of Tampere and
Tampere University of
Technology.”

http://www.uta.fi/ltl/en/english/research/projects/elfa.html
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http://ice-corpora.net/ice/

http://www.univie.ac.at/voice/

ELF users regularly …

• do not use third-person singular present tense s

• use of relative pronouns who and which
interchangeably

• omit definite and indefinite articles or insert them
where they do not occur in SE (e.g. they have a
respect for all, he is very good person)

• pluralize nouns that do not have plural forms in SE
(e.g. informations, knowledges, advices)

• use the demonstrative this with both singular and
plural nouns (e.g. this countries)

• extend the uses of certain ‘general’ verbs to cover

more meanings than in SE, especially make, do,
have, put, take (e.g. make a discussion)

• …
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Jennifer Jenkins (2000). The Phonology of English as a Lingua Franca

The causes of communication breakdown in ELF

productive &

receptive
skills affected !

The causes of communication breakdown in ELF

Lingua franca core:

 approximation to most RP consonants

 appropriate treatment of consonant clusters

 length difference between vowels

 placement of nuclear (sentence) stress

(2000)
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!

!
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Influence of L1 on pronunciation

ELF and the learner’s first-language pronunciation:
• Arabic
• Chinese
• German
• Greek
• Japanese
• Malay
• Polish
• Portuguese
• Russian
• Spanish

Feature Example(s)

reduction of consonant clusters first - firs

dental fricative /ϴ/ as [t] many thing [tiŋ]

merging of long and short vowel sounds [i:] and [i] to [i]

monophthongization of FACE and
GOAT diphthongs

reduced initial aspiration they will teach [di:tʃ]

bisyllabic triphthongs in our [aʊwǝ] time

lack of reduced vowels officially [ᶛfiʃǝli]; to [tu:] visit

stressed pronouns and HE has been in Singapore

heavy end-stress the incidental WAY

(p.80)

Pronunciation features shared by ASEAN ELF users
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Influence of L1 on lexics

e.g. L1-Spanish speaker:
“It is always moving […] to see how the camera’s gaze captures emotions,
habitual body languages, especially when people ignores they are
captured.”
Alastair Pennycook (2012). “Lingua Francas as Language Ideologies”. In Kirkpatrick, A. & Susses, R. (eds.)(2012). English as an International Language in Asia:
Implications for Language Education. p. 142

e.g. L1-French speaker:

“Who is writing the protocol today?”

e.g. L1-German speaker:

“Can I bring you to the main station?”

« Veuillez, cher Monsieur, agréer mes salutations
distinguées »

* Manfred Kummer “Politeness in Thai“ in: R. Watts/ S. Ide/ K. Ehlich (eds.) (2005) Politeness
in Language. Studies in its History, Theory and Practice. p. 331

 Close the window.

 Could you please close the window?

 Do you think I could possibly prevail upon
you to close the window?

“Dear waiter, tell your respected father to kindly
oblige me with a dish of rice and vegetable.”*

“Would you please, dear Sir, accept my most
distinguished greetings.”

Influence of L1 on pragmatics
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e.g. Turn-taking conventions

Turn-stealing / interruptions vs. seniority, gender etc.

Influence of L1 on pragmatics

You speak Chinese really well.

a) Thank you.

b) I have been trying hard to learn, but
my Chinese is still not good.

c) No, no, my Chinese is very poor.

e.g. Reacting to a compliment

Influence of L1 on pragmatics
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e.g. request schemata in writing:

Anglo-American style Common in China, Indonesia, Japan …

Salutation
Request
Sign off

Salutation
Face-work / Securing of Good Will

Reasons for request
Request
Sign off

Andy Kirkpatrick (2010). English as a Lingua Franca in ASEAN. p. 118f.

Influence of L1 on pragmatics

3. ELF & INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION
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WHAT DO WE DO WHEN
WE COMMUNICATE?

Boring old fart !

!
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43

You cannot
not

communicate.

information & meaning

identity, roles, relationship

IDENTITY, ROLES, RELATIONSHIP

Language
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Is it a language problem?

1. Not important and not noticeable
(I was in holiday last week. I was there on the weekend.)

2. Noticeable but meaning clear
(Last year I go to Spain on holiday.)

3. Misunderstanding possible but not inevitable
(Thank you worry match. / I will do a Spanish course next year.)

4. Misunderstanding and checking question possible
(I started working for two weeks. / I broke school.)

5. Misunderstanding not noticed, e.g. because of diverse
culture-based discourse conventions etc.

TYPES OF MISTAKES
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WHICH MISTAKE IS WORSE?

Both sentences mean the same thing.
There is a mistake in each.

1.

a. Open the window, please.

b. Could you opening the window?

2.
Did you arrive last night?

a. Yes, of course.

b. Yes, I was arriving at 7 p.m.

3.

a. I helped cook my wife yesterday.

b. I helped mine wife cook yesterday.

In the past, the main ‘driver’
of English in China has been
the need to pass national
exams. In future, this
orientation may decline,
but the need to obtain a
real communicative
competence in English may
be increasing …” (p. 44)

(2013)
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Those courses which have traditionally been called
“business English” and “English for specific purposes”
have mainly emphasized developing future workers’
skills in the classic business tasks of formal
presentations, letter and email writing, formal
negotiations, etc. However, recent studies highlight the
importance of English for informal interaction and
socializing in workforce contexts. English learners
urgently need to be sensitized to communicative
strategies for establishing relationships and
maintaining rapport in the workplace […]
In meetings, the ability to take part in discussions is
considered much more important than actually carrying
out formal presentations. In addition, participation in
teamwork is vital for job success. Furthermore,
increased awareness of cultural differences that
may arise in the workplace in both oral and written
forms of communication is essential in the
contemporary workplace, where personnel are of
different ages and represent a range of linguistic,
ethnic, and social backgrounds. p.12

(2012)

“CULTURE IS A VERB”
Brian V. Street

The question is not what culture is, but what culture DOES.

“Culture is an active process of meaning making
and contest over definition, including its own definition.”

Brian V. Street. Culture is a Verb: Anthropological aspects of language and cultural process. In
David Graddol, Linda Thompson, Mike Byram. Language and Culture. Clevedon 1993.
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“Culture hides more than what it
reveals, and strangely enough,

what it hides, it hides most
effectively from its own

participants.”
Edward T. Hall

BE PREPARED: COUNTRY SPECIFICS – SITUATION –
ROLES – RELATIONSHIPS

YOUR ‘REALITY
CONSTRUCT’ IS

ONLY ONE
AMONG OTHERS !

BE NON-
JUDGEMENTAL !

BE POLITE,
BE TRUSTWORTHY,
BUILD RAPPORT !

INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE (ICC)

Intercultural
Communicative
Competence

USING ELF
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Is it a language
problem ?

Does this mean that

a. nothing is wrong as long as it can be understood ?

b. marked native speaker varieties should be penalised ?

What are the implications for teaching ?
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4. What we should teach

ONE LANGUAGE FOR ALL?

Each speaker will use his or her own politeness
conventions and the use of English as an
apparently common language may well hide
more than it reveals.

Two basic rules should therefore be observed:

1. First and second encounters are crucial and
will most probably have an effect on how the
relationship continues.

2. The higher the level of the speaker’s English
in linguistic terms, the more serious will breaches
of politeness conventions generally be
considered.

Implications for teaching
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Implications for teaching

Find out about …

1. Learners’ needs (culture, scenarios, oral/written …) ?

2. What skills required ?

3. Clarify: What are MISTAKES ?

4. Teaching material & methods

Foto: aboutpixel.de

Implications for teaching

DISTINGUISH !

written oral
communication communication

POLITENESS before LINGUISTIC FEATURES !
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CRITERIA for learning success:

 Interaction / politeness

 Register

 Pronunciation / Intonation / nuclear stress

 Vocabulary / clusters

Foto: aboutpixel.de

POLITENESS before LINGUISTIC FEATURES !

Implications for teaching oral communication

MORE
GRAMMAR

Implications for teaching oral communication
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61

Qualtiative Aspects of Spoken Language :
Range, Accuracy, Fluency, Interaction, Coherence

External Context of Use

Sustained Monologue

Overall Oral Production

Addressing Audiences

Overall Written Production

Reports and Essays

Planning

Compensating

Monitoring and Repair

Listening as a Member of a Live Audience

Reading Correspondence

Examples of individual scales

4 scales for ‘Accuracy’

62

Excerpt from the CEFR Index
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Meta-communication
skills

Implications for teaching oral communication

Written
language

Dialect 1

Ideolect
1

Ideolect
2

etc.

Dialect 2
Sociolect

3
etc.

How the codification of

written language
is seen by linguists:

Adapted from: http://www.yorksj.ac.uk/changing-englishes/changing-englishes.aspx
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CRITERIA for learning success:

 Interaction / politeness

 Register

 Vocabulary / clusters

 Comprehensibility

POLITENESS before LINGUISTIC FEATURES !

5. How we should teach
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Language didactics & culture –
what is the relationship (if any) ?
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How we should teach

• Focus on 1st and 2nd encounter

• Comprehensibility, Register, Politeness

PRACTISING POLITE DISCOURSE

Groups of THREE
• 2 disputants (choose PRO/CON position before starting)

• 1 observer

• change roles after each turn !

Observer’s assessment:

Polite discourse throughout ?
(face-saving, non-verbal, body-language)

Co-operation ?
(contributing, helping, mediating, …)

POINTS AWARDED

0 3 5

0 3 5
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PRACTISING POLITE DISCOURSE

CONTROVERSY No. 1

“There should be a quota for

women in top positions.”

Observer’s assessment:

Polite discourse throughout ?
(face-saving, non-verbal, body-language)

Co-operation ?
(contributing, helping, mediating, …)

POINTS AWARDED

0 3 5

0 3 5

e.g. Polite discourse
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What is intercultural communicative
competence in International English (ELF)

?

Linguistic &
communicative

competence

ICC

Features
of personality

(openness, tolerance …)

Intercultural
knowledge

CONTEXT

INTERCULTURAL COMPETENCE (ICC)
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Linguistic &
communicative

competence

ICC

Features
of personality

(openness, tolerance …)

Intercultural
knowledge

CONTEXT

YOUR REALITY
CONSTRUCT IS

ONLY ONE
AMONG OTHERS !

BE NON-
JUDGEMENTAL !

BE POLITE,
BE TRUSTWORTHY,
BUILD RAPPORT !

INTERCULTURAL COMPETENCE (ICC)

Linguistic &
communicative

competence

ICC

Features
of personality

(openness, tolerance …)

Intercultural
knowledge

BE PREPARED: COUNTRY SPECIFICS – SITUATION –
ROLES – RELATIONSHIPS

YOUR REALITY
CONSTRUCT IS

ONLY ONE
AMONG OTHERS !

BE NON-
JUDGEMENTAL !

BE POLITE,
BE TRUSTWORTHY,
BUILD RAPPORT !

INTERCULTURAL COMPETENCE (ICC)
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Projekt: Vermittlung interkultureller Kompetenzen im
Fremdsprachenunterricht der Schulformen der Sekundarstufe I und II des
Saarlandes Englisch & Französisch (2007 bis 2008).

Teaching & Testing Material

Train-the-trainer sessions

Teaching & Testing Material

elc – European Language Competence

Beethovenplatz 1-3
D – 60325 Frankfurt am Main

Bahnhofstrasse 28
D – 66111 Saarbrücken

www.elc-consult.com

Federal Institute for Vocational Training (BIBB)

Chambers of Commerce: Intercultural Competence in English (ICE)

Assessment Tests and training sessions

Austrian Chambers of Commerce: Intercultural Competence in English (ICE)

TEACHER TRAINING COURSES
in SAARLAND, NRW and HESSEN

Intercultural Competence in English (ICE)

Interculture Journal 12/2010

http://www.interculture-journal.com/

“International English and the Training of Intercultural
Communicative Competence”
Judith Mader, Rudi Camerer

“Culture is a Verb: The training and testing of intercultural

communicative competence.”
Judith Mader, Rudi Camerer

In: R. Arntz, H.P.Krings, B.Kühn(eds): Autonomie und Assessment: Erträge des 3. Bremer
Symposions zum autonomen Fremdsprachenlernen. (2012)

Professional Business English Trainers:

Intercultural Competence in Business English
Rudi Camerer, Judith Mader
Cornelsen 2012
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Frankfurt am Main
18 / 19 / 25 / 26 January 2014

elc – European Language Competence

Beethovenplatz 1-3
D – 60325 Frankfurt am Main

Bahnhofstrasse 28
D – 66111 Saarbrücken

Tel. + 49 (0)69 – 53 05 59 67
Fax.+ 49 (0)69 – 53 05 65 27
www.elc-consult.com
R.Camerer@elc-consult.com

THANK YOU!


